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By	Dave	Ulrich

Win by applying them. 

20 Insights Interactive

For four decades, I’ve been obsessed with improving organizations, 
believing that the places where people work can be remarkable sources 
of good. I find that leaders improve organizations by applying innova-
tive ideas. These 20 maxims reflect my recommendations to leaders.

1. Start from the outside in. Most improvement efforts begin from 
internal crises. Sustainable improvements start by seeing how external 
factors affect what happens inside. When organizations don’t respond 
faster than the external environment, they fail. The complex externali-
ties may be simplified into context and stakeholders: Context refers to 
the social, technological, environmental, political, economic, and 
demographic conditions; Stakeholders refers to internal employees and 
leaders and external customers, investors, and communities. Leaders 
who find patterns in these contextual assessments and stakeholder 
expectations anticipate and respond to new requirements. 

2. Value is defined by the receiver more than the giver. After I 
interviewed the direct reports of one bright leader, I shared with him 
that his colleagues felt he did not listen well. He retorted, “Yes I do! I 
understand what people are saying about 30% into the conversation, 
then I focus on other things while they finish.” I said, “Listening is 
not that you understand, but that the other person feels understood.” 
He then realized that he did not listen well. Value is defined by the 
receiver. Leaders deliver value by understanding the expectations of 
the receivers. 

3. Strategy without organization is false hope; organization 
without strategy is mindless activity.  To compete and differentiate 
their organizations, leaders must turn strategy into disciplines and 
actions .When I ask people to fill in these blanks: Our goal is to be 
the _________ By understanding and serving _________ By creating 
more empowered and dedicated _________ By investing in _________ 
And by working with unyielding _________,  they usually list:  best, 
customers, employees, technology, integrity. Such strategy declarations do 
not equal competitiveness.  

4. Organization is not structure but capability. We admire 
companies not because of their shape or size, but because of what 
they are good at doing.  The last 20 years have inundated us with 
ways to change the structure. Today, leaders need define what the 
organization is, should be known for, and is good at doing to create 
enduring capabilities. 

5. Capability consists of talent, leadership, and culture. Every 
organization needs exceptional talent and leadership. Organizations 
don’t think—people do; without the right people, organizations fail. 
Leaders make choices that align resources to goals; they set direction, 
get things done, and ensure that he right culture reflects organizational 
identity. Talent, leadership, and culture are the core elements of capa-
bilities, the outcomes of investments in human resources, the keys to 
implementing a strategy, and the intangibles investors pay attention to. 

6. Talent may be calculated as competence, commitment, and 
contribution. . Many programs and investments are made to attract, 
retain, and upgrade talent. Yet, it is easy to get lost in the myriad of 
promises, programs, and processes. I offer a deceptively simple formula 
for turning talent aspirations into actions: Talent = Competence + 
Commitment + Contribution.

7. Competence: invest in talent. Creating competence comes by 
taking four steps: 1) articulating a theory or setting a standard. 2)
Assessing employees on the extent to which they meet standards, 
evaluating both results and behaviors, and helping people to know 
what they can do to improve. 3) Investing in talent improvement to 
fill gaps in six ways: Buy: recruiting, sourcing, securing new talent; 
Build: helping people grow; Borrow: bringing knowledge in through 
advisors or partners; Boost: promoting the right people into key jobs; 
Bounce: removing poor performers; Bind: retaining top talent. 4) 
Tracking how well individuals are developing their skills.

8. Commitment: build an employee value proposition (EVP that 
motivates employees to give their discretionary energy to the firm’s 
success. Employees who give value should get value back. People 
more committed when seven dimensions exist: Vision, direction or 
purpose; Opportunity to grow, develop, and learn; Incentives, a fair 
wage or salary for work done; Impact: an ability to see the outcome 
of work done; Community: peers, bosses, and leaders who build a 
sense of community; Communication—knowing what’s going on 
and why; and Flexibility; giving employees choice about terms and 
conditions of work.  

9. Contribution: meaning making makes money.  When people’s 
needs are met at work, they feel that they are contributing and finding 
abundance. Leaders help people answer seven questions: 1) Identity: 
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Who am I? How does my identity meld with the company reputation? 
2) Purpose: Where am I going and why? How can the organization 
help me reach my goals? 3) Relationships: Who do I travel with? Do 
I feel connected to the organization’s support community? 4) Work 
environment: How positive is it? 5) Work challenge: What challenges 
do I enjoy at work? 6) Learning: How well do I learn and grow at 
work?  7) Delight:  Do I find delight and fun at work? 

10. Leadership matters more than leader. Leaders and leadership are 
not the same thing. An effec tive leader may be no good at developing 
processes that help other leaders grow and develop. Over time, leader-
ship matters more than leaders. An exceptional individual leader can 
deliver outstanding results for a while, but the quality of leadership 
sustains results and builds stakeholder confidence. Build leadership 
by answering three questions: why, what, and how.

11. Why of leadership: create a case for effective leadership. Most 
people can identify a leader who made a positive difference in their 
life. Effective leaders increase employee productivity, organization’s 
ability to deliver strategy, customer connection, investor confidence, 
and community reputation. When leaders deliver these outcomes, 
they add value. Better leaders deliver better results. 

12. What of leadership: define what makes an effective leader.  
Effective leaders excel in five areas: 1) Strategy: leaders position the 
company for the future; 2) Execution: leaders make things happen 
through execution, decision making, accountability; 3) Talent manage-
ment: leaders coach and communicate employees to have competence, 
commitment, and contribution; 4) Human capital development: leaders 
invest in future employees through employee branding, workforce plan-
ning, and empowerment; and 5) Personal proficiency: leaders build trust 
through intellectual, emotional, social, physical, and spiritual energy.  

13. How of leadership: ensure that leaders do what they know they 
should.  Leaders may want to improve and know what to improve, 
yet don’t make the improvements. Leaders who accomplish what they 
know they should cultivate seven disciplines:  Simplicity: start small, 
focused on a few key changes. Time: make sure the change shows up 
in your calendar. Accountable: take personal ownership for making 
the change happen. Resources: find help in accomplishing the change. 
Track: measure and monitor the change. Meliorate: learn and grow 
(show grit or resilience) in persevering. Emotion: ensure the desired 
changes are consistent with your personal passion and identity. 

14. Culture from the outside in shifts from event to pattern to 
identity. Most people define culture as internal values, norms, un-
written rules, behaviors, and expectations. The study of culture needs 
to shift from an event to a pattern to an identity. By focusing culture 
on an external identity (what we want to be known for by our best 
customers), the events and patterns have a clear focus.

15. Culture may be embedded through an intellectual, behavioral, 
and process agenda
After defining the desired culture (identity), make it real to all through: 
1) Top/down intellectual agenda: communicate the desired identity 
(many times). Bottom/up behavioral agenda: each employee needs to 
act daily on the desired identity. Side/side process agenda: the desired 
identity should show up in staffing, promo tion, compensation, fi-
nancial controls, and IT. When these agendas are woven around a 
desired identity, they ensure that external expectations shape employee 
thoughts and actions. 

16. HR professionals should be architects of talent, leaders, 
and culture; line managers are owners. Building talent, leadership, 
and culture requires thought leadership and disciplined action. The 
primary accountability for HR issues is the line manager who is the 
owner. HR professionals are architects who create blueprints of what 
can be done and facilitate dialogue to come to a common decision. 
They bring unique insights on technical issues, ensure that regula-
tions are followed, and manage the content and process of strategic 
and organization clarity. 

17. HR should align with the structure of the business. The HR 
organization should match the business structure. If a business is 
centralized, the HR department should be centralized. If the organiza-
tion is a holding company, the HR organization should be embedded 
in each business. If the organization is a matrix or allied diversified 
company, HR should operate as a professional services firm serving 
the needs of line managers (internal clients).  

18. Align, integrate, and innovate HR practices. Effective HR 
practices should: 1) align with the strategy and with outside customers 
and investors and deliver value to all stakeholders; 2) integrate HR 
practices to shift from best practice to best system; and 3) innovate HR 
practices and systems, constantly be looking for new ways to solve 
old problems.

19. Competencies of HR professionals affect the perception of HR 
effectiveness and business results.  Clearly the competencies of HR 
professionals drive business success. We’ve identified six competence 
domains that impact the perceived effectiveness of HR professionals 
and their impact. 

20. Shift from analytics as data or information to insights, 
implementation, and impact—start with the decision. The clamor 
for better HR analytics tends to emphasize cloud and data networks 
(wrong place and wrong focus). HR analytics needs to evolve from 
data to insight to intervention to impact. Impact means getting clear 
about decisions that need to be made to make more informed choices. 
A decision choice logic for analytics requires a business mindset and 
a clear understanding of how the business will succeed.

I hope these ideas help you make your enterprise more successful. LE
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